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OS.01.SU.XL.BL 
outsider suspension lamp XL 
black special version with inte-
grated LED module and driver/
driver box

outsider
Outsider is an impressive lamp for indoor and outdoor use and 

intrigues due to its decorative simplicity combined with a huge dose 

of robust charm. The Outsider floor plate and arched frame are 

made of powder coated steel and the outsider head is made of cast 

aluminium. The diffuse light, spread through the large clear glass, is 

a delight for the eye.
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OS.01.SU.LA
outsider suspension lamp latte
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OS.01.FL.VG
outsider floor lamp verdi grey 
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OS.01.SU.WH 
outsider suspension lamp white 

studio KAP+BERK 
Photography Anneke Gambon 



outsider
floor lamp

175cm

258cm

Order code         OS.01.FL.*

Dimensions wxdxh 78x175x258cm  

Standard cable length 200cm

Light source  not included 

 E27, max. 1 x 200W / 240V

Net. weight  90kg

Dimming dimmable, dimmer not included

 

colors & materials 

* Add the color/material code you require to the main part number or 

check our price list for a total part number overview. 

Check www.jaccomaris.com for the latest colors, materials and details 

or scan the QR code.

OS.01.FL.BL

outsider floor lamp black  

suspension lamp
outsider

Order code         OS.01.SU.*

Dimensions Øxh 57x42cm 

Chain length 150cm included 

Ceiling cover Ø 14cm 

Standard cable length 200cm

Light source  not included 

 E27, max. 1 x 200W / 240V

Net. weight  20kg 

Gross weight  24kg 

Packaging  65x65x50cm

Dimming dimmable, dimmer not included

Order code         OS.01.SU.XL.*

Dimensions Øxh 90x66cm 

Chain length 150cm included 

Ceiling cover Ø 14cm 

Standard cable length 200cm

Light source  not included 

 E27, max. 1 x 200W / 240V

Net. weight  49kg

Dimming dimmable, dimmer not included

 

colors & materials
* Add the color/material code you require to the main part number or 

check our price list for a total part number overview.

Check www.jaccomaris.com for the latest colors, materials and details 

or scan the QR code. 

OS.01.SU.MR

outsider suspension lamp marone
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IP 55 IP 55   

90 cm.

66
 c

m
.

Ø 57cm Ø 90cm

chain length 
150cm

chain length 
150cm

42cm
66cm

OS.01.SU.XL.*OS.01.SU.*



Order code         0S.01.SU.A.*

Dimensions Øxh 57x42cm

Suspension tube  

Extractable length 150cm 

Withdrawn length 110cm 

 length can be customized (add. costs)

Ceiling cover Ø 14cm

Light source  not included 

 E27, max. 1 x 200W / 240V

Net. weight  19kg 

Gross weight  24kg 

Packaging 65x65x50cm + packaging tube 

 2 colli in total

Dimming dimmable, dimmer not included

 
colors & materials
* Add the color/material code you require to the main part number or 

check our price list for a total part number overview.

Check www.jaccomaris.com for the latest colors, materials and details 

or scan the QR code.

outsider

Ø 57cm

suspension  
tube

42cm

OS.01.SU.A.BL 

outsider suspension adjustable lamp black

 

suspension adjustable lamp (indoor use only) jaccomaris.com
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Colors and materials as shown on the images may slightly differ from reality. 
Any typing errors in the text and interim changes to the collections or specifications are all subject to change.8

IP 50                      *Please add total length (bottom fixture to ceiling) to your order.   

outsider
colors and materials

floor lamp, suspension lamp and suspension adjustable lamp

LA latte 
powder coated

BL black powder 
coated

MR marone 
powder coated

VG verdi grey  
powder coated

WH white 
powder coated
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